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	 T&C CARAMEL Flavoured 
Ground Coffee 250g

	 T&C HAZELNUT Flavoured 
Ground Coffee 250g

	 T&C CHOCOLATE Flavoured 
Ground Coffee 250g

T&C FLAVOURED GROUND COFFEE - 250g

A mix of dark roasted coffee beans from  
Eastern America. Choice of coffee-bean 
blends (Colombia Excelso, Santos Extra 
Prime, Kenya Fine Selected and Guate-
mala Huehuetenango) give dark coffee a 
rich and balanced flavour, with luxuriant 
and subtle aroma. 
DARK ROAST COFFEE - black as night, hot 
as love and temperamental as mulatto 
girl’s dance...

GROUND MEDIUM ROAST COFFEE - 250g

A mix of medium roasted coffee beans 
from South America and Central Africa. 
This coffee is particularly expressive, em-
phasizing the refined aroma of ripe coffee 
beans. 
MEDIUM ROAST COFFEE - a rich and subtle 
composition of flavours, fragrances and 
the exotic character of the south.

GROUND DARK ROAST COFFEE - 250g



"I judge a restaurant by the bread and by the coffee"

Burt Lancaster

 

Since our inception, here at T&C, we are aiming to please any 
taste and desire when it comes to tea and coffee. With over 15 
years experience and wide product range of exclusive flavoured 
coffee blends and a variety of finest loose leaf teas, we are 
confident that we are on the right track. 
Our, highly trained, educated and professional, wholesale 
team is here to assist trade customers. For the retail shops 
and supermarkets, we have designed and developed unique 
and attractive packaging, alongside with floor stand, that we 
are sure will attract customers and will increase Revenue.
Likewise, for the hospitality sector, restaurants, coffee shops, 
or just your office staff room, we have very attractive package, 
tailored to your specific needs. 
To learn more about our wholesale department and possible 
partnership please contact our wholesale manager.

22 | T&C Honey

T&C HONEY

Why T&C RAW HONEY is 
Premium quality? 

We are known for providing quality 
product and our honey is not the excep-
tion. We are sourcing finest EU single 
source (not blended) honey. Our honey 
is not filtered and not heated. It is RAW 
honey which contains propolis & pollen. 
This type of honey preserves all vitamins, 
nutrients and all enzymes are intact.

HOW TO READ A HONEY LABEL
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Y SINGLE SOURCE (least common) - T&C Honey. Example: Lithuania, 
Ireland. It’s from a single beekeeper, from the same apiary or hive.

BLEND OF EU HONEYS - two or more honeys from the EU.

BLEND OF EU & NON EU HONEYS (very common) - partially from the EU, mostly not, that’s 
all you know.

BLEND OF NON EU HONEYS - it’s not from the EU, that’s all you know.
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NOT FILTERED & NOT HEATED (rare) - T&C honey. 

As RAW honey as it can be. Contains propolis & pollen. Honey crystallises 2-5 weeks from 

collection & probably already crystallised when you buy it. This type of honey preserves all 

vitamins, nutrients and all enzymes are intact.

FILTERED & HEATED (very common)

Most popular honey. Rarely crystallises (if at all). Filtered honey is heated (kills enzymes) 

and then passed through a fine filter. This removes all pollen and propolis together with its 

health benefits and you left with sugar liquid.



Tea & Coffee Suppliers has a single mission to let our custom-
ers discover highest quality flavoured coffees and finest loose 
leaf tea blends. 

We have selected the famous Arabica coffee beans as a base 
for our aromatic flavoured coffees. We source our beans from 
world’s finest scenic plantations and use only natural delicate 
flavours to complement smooth and sweet taste of ground 
coffee, an aroma that reflects well when brewed. Dive into the 
world of enjoyment with our specialty products and explore 
the unique subtle flavour of traditional coffee beans. 

At Tea & Coffee Suppliers we offer finest loose leaf tea blends. 
The quality of our products is strictly controlled at all stages 
of production, from the moment of growing and harvesting tea 
leaves to fermentation, blending tea leafs with sweet fruits or 
herbs and packaging. The dedication to excellence and many 
years of experience mixing tea blends and finding new deli-
cious tastes,  let us present our customers a world of genuine-
ly fulfilling flavour with every delightful sip.

TEA AND COFFEE STAND 




